
The Bourne Conundrum – 
Maturita Skills In Action
Help Jason Bourne discover his true identity through a treasure hunt of 
riddles, puzzles and clues! Using OUP Maturita Solutions and Headway, 
you’ll be given ways to make English in the classroom engaging and 
memorable. Your students won’t look at their textbooks the same way 
again!

Maturita help is also at hand using Bridge & Gate magazines, with exam 
skills and exercises supporting your effort to help students pass their 
exams. Pop culture examples combine with lively activities to make 
English study relevant and fun.

 If I’m not learning, I’m helping someone who is.
Andrew Power is a business English and soft skills coach from the UK, with 
expertise in personal productivity, writing and marketing. He is an expert 
assessor for the City & Guilds written exam, and a contributor to Bridge and 
Gates magazines.

Presentation Skills for 
students (and teachers)
The term ‘presentation skills’ sounds very technical, like something that 
belongs in the world of business, rather than in a secondary school. 
However, the main point of teaching these skills is simply to help people, 
any people, to communicate more effectively.
This is valuable in itself, especially for students facing spoken exams. 
Beyond this, spending time on the physical aspects of producing language 
can have deep motivational benefits in terms of helping students to ‘own’ 
their second language.
This workshop will introduce the basics of good oral communication and 
briefly discuss the methodology behind it. Mostly though, it will introduce 
a number of very enjoyable practical activities that teachers can do with 
students in the classroom to reinforce their communication skills.

 David Fisher is the founder and director of The Bear Educational Theatre. The 
Bear aims to motivate students of English by creating and performing 
interactive theatre shows. Over the last fifteen years the theatre has enjoyed 
great success in seven different European countries, while David himself has 
been invited to lead methodology workshops at many conferences. David 
has featured in over 20 films including Dune, Joan of Arc, and Doctor Zhivago, 
A Knight’s Tale and Hitler: The Rise of Evil (TV versions).

www.oup.com/elt

Accredited by MŠMT č.j. 28511/2011-25-687 – participants will receive a certificate.

P R O G R A M M E

12:30 – 12:55 Registration
12:55 – 13:00 Introduction
13:00 – 14:00 Seminar 1 
14:00 – 14:20 Update on OUP titles
14:20 – 14:50 Coffee break
14:50 – 15:50 Seminar 2
15:50 – 16:00 Raffle
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is delighted to invite you to seminars

Oxford Professional 
Development

FOR SeCOnDARy TeACheRS
13th June 2013 | BRnO, Moravská zemská knihovna,

 konferenční sál, Kounicova 65a, Brno

To reserve your place, go to: 
http://elt.oup.com/events/cz/opd_secondary_teachers

Places are limited, so please reserve early to avoid disappointment.

We look forward to seeing you at this event.

http://elt.oup.com/events/cz/opd_secondary_teachers



